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ABSTRACT

This chapter presents technologies and approaches for information retrieval in a knowledge base. We intend to show that the use of ontology for domain representation and knowledge search offers a more efficient approach for knowledge management. This approach focuses on the meaning of the word, thus becoming an important element in the building of the Semantic Web. The search based on both keywords and ontology allows more effective information retrieval exploiting the Semantic of the information in a variety of data. We present a method for taxonomy building, annotating, and searching documents with taxonomy concepts. We also describe our experience in the creation of an informal taxonomy, the automatic classification, and the validation of search results with traditional measures, such as precision, recall and f-measure.

INTRODUCTION

The rapid increase of the information amount in an organization or in a distributed environment in general, makes difficult to find, organise, classify, access, and use this information. Therefore, as the number of documents used by an organization increases, the need to classify them into an intuitive and meaningful hierarchical structure becomes a challenge in order to facilitate the retrieval and the use of information.

The main problem in information retrieval is to provide the user with a concise and significant set of documents as a result for a specific query.
on a large set of information. The result depends on the terms the user specifies in the query and the quality of the result depends on the quality of the query.

Relevance of particular information is subjective to the individual, and the context of this information is the determining factor. If the search is bound to a particular context, it produces a poorer but more precise and effective set of results.

A survey of Delphy Group demonstrates that the categories and the hierarchical structure of information are able to narrow the search area and find relevant information faster (Delphy Group, 2002).

Therefore, a major challenge is how to create a hierarchy without examining each document, especially when there are thousands of documents to classify, and how to execute a semantic indexing of the information to achieve effectiveness in the information retrieval. We adopted an approach based on Semantic Web technology in the area of knowledge management.

This chapter describes the various methodologies to create taxonomy and fill it with documents, through indexing of information sources. We describe how to create “informal taxonomy,” classify documents into taxonomy categories, and evaluate performances of this classification. We show how taxonomy represents an efficient way to organize a specific domain of an organization. In particular, we present our methods related to KIWI (Knowledge-based Innovation for the Web Infrastructure) project and applied in the Virtual eBMS platform (Virtual platform of eBusiness Management school). Then, existing technologies for searching documents in a knowledge repository are considered and the results of these different technologies are evaluated through three measures of performance: precision, recall, F-measure.

**KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT IN THE KIWI PROJECT**

The KIWI project aims at representing and managing organizational knowledge using technologies and methodologies based on Semantic technologies. Taxonomy and/or more complex structures, like ontologies, are key elements to structure the knowledge base of an organization. The KIWI project develops a set of open source tools, which allow for a formal domain representation and enable creative cooperation among users and interaction with the knowledge base:

- OntoMaker, an ontology editor;
- OntoMeter, a tool to evaluate the quality of a formal representation;
- OntoAssistant, a tool for semiautomatic document annotations;
- Semantic Navigator, a tool to browse ontology and knowledge base.

We have proposed a methodology to provide a more effective automatic document classification process. In particular, the methodology comprises four steps:

1. Developing a conceptual structure (an informal taxonomy) that presents the knowledge domain of the eBMS-ISUF1;
2. Defining rules for each category through positive and negative training set;
3. Filling the hierarchical structure with documents through semi-automatic classification;
4. Testing the quality of the classification rules, through precision, recall and F-measure, refining of the classification rules and periodic taxonomy maintenance.

This methodology has been applied to the Virtual eBMS knowledge management system.